Corona News 07/11/2021 New infections and mask bans
Now it seems to be the case that this year the values seem to rise again not only in Germany in the
middle of summer. The reasons for this are exuberant celebrations and parties, get-togethers during
football times not only in stadiums, but also in pubs, at public viewing and at home and other
occasions. As of today, Spain is again a risk area, Malta meanwhile does not allow unvaccinated people
into the country. The prerequisite is a full 2-fold vaccination. And what is actually going on in Great
Britain before the final between England and Italy? Full incidence figures are now over 300, two days
ago well below 300, and that despite almost 70% first vaccination and over 50% second vaccination.
Germany is far from here and if it continues like this, Germany will not reach these numbers for the
time being. Unless you cheat on the numbers by simply vaccinating children from the age of 12 against
the STIKO recommendation. When it comes to vaccination protection, attempts are being made to
unsettle citizens with information that changes every day. Sometimes the vaccines help against the
India variant, sometimes less, only up to 35%, then better again. A single back and forth. And why?
Because in Germany every self-proclaimed expert is allowed to establish himself as a news broker,
regardless of whether one disseminates true, embellished, heard, self-thought or other information,
everyone is allowed to do that first. And that is heavily exploited, even among the so-called "true"
experts who now accuse each other of being untruthful even on talk shows. For me that shows very
clearly: Nothing is clear. Everyone uses different possible knowledge, studies, insights and lore. That’s
why it’s nothing. And then doctors and co. Wonder why many do not want to be vaccinated. I can't
explain myself at all. What, on the other hand, is officially but not so popularly published: Of the people
who were vaccinated twice in Germany, over 4,000 have been infected with Corona again. The word
“well protected” or “completely protected” is always in circulation. One likes to use that.
And again there are campaigns of all kinds against the so-called vaccination refusers. We know that
those who are to be particularly affected by new restrictions. Now the weak points of the vaccines,
which cause many legitimate concerns and therefore justify the attitude towards non-vaccination, are
being rolled out and I will call it dismantled. The Robert Koch Institute, for example, claims that
protection against corona is very high, but there is no 100% protection. Exactly, and that was ALWAYS
different with all previously known vaccines such as measles, mumps, whooping cough, rubella, polio.
Biontech is now even talking about an additional vaccination for the first people this year. Every
vaccination means a new risk of side effects and the risk of permanent possible physical damage, I
reported on a study about it in one of the last reports. Small risk or not, if you want to play the lottery
game, please. And we still don't know anything about long-term effects. Whether the vaccines are
effective against all variants and new variants that occur over and over again is only suspected, but no
one can say with certainty either. What is certain, however, is that the virus is looking for ways to
continue to attack the host (in this case, humans) effectively, which is why, according to many experts,
it will change permanently. And because of this, the probability is high that the time will come when
the current vaccines in their current form will have at least a minimal effect. And on the subject of
mandatory vaccinations: Of course, there has been no vaccination light yet. But more and more people
are being discriminated against because they refuse to be vaccinated. That concerns a politician in
Söder's cabinet, who is supposed to explain himself, that is what Kretschmann does with his statement:
The population is fully vaccinated, that makes Spahn threaten all non-vaccinated restrictions, and that
is what Prime Minister Kretschmer does, for example, who speaks of charity when vaccinating that it
is not about ourselves, but about all of us. Those who have recovered, who have been vaccinated and
who have been tested have more rights than others in autumn, that's the case in a legal system.
With this, of course, he wants to put citizens under pressure. Funny, months ago it still sounded like
this: Compulsory vaccination? He wants to say clearly that this is nonsense. And the talk that people
who are not vaccinated, for whatever reason, should lose their basic rights is just as nonsense. That is

an absurd and malicious claim. I see. You just have to understand the two statements correctly:
Nobody loses their basic rights, they are only temporarily suspended, you get them again. And
compulsory vaccination is not pressure to be vaccinated. So please pay attention to the subtleties of
the statements, then you can understand the politicians. Dr. Zinn, Medical Director of the Center for
Hygiene and Infection Prevention at Bioscientia Ingelheim: He sees the required exemptions from
restrictive measures for fully vaccinated people as a kind of incentive for vaccination, but he actually
advises against it because he knows about the new variants such as India - variant are still far too low.
Especially because even those who have been completely vaccinated can pass on the India variant. But
he doesn't dare to openly and clearly oppose Dr. Gassen, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
National Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians, to represent a statement against the
complete abandonment of all measures, even wearing a mask, although you can clearly see in his
speech that he is probably not thinking about it. When it comes to cross-vaccination, first AstraZeneca
then Biontech, he talks about a better boost to the immune system, so it should sound positive. But
one can also say that the immune system is challenged much more, which increases the risk for people
who have a weak or damaged immune system, e.g. due to an unhealthy diet or illness, that side effects
are more likely to occur.
The state chairwoman of North Rhine-Westphalia, from Bündnis 90 / Die Grünen, Mona Neubaur,
wants to introduce a very large, costly first-class nonsense. In addition to the currently massively
established vaccination centers and general practitioners, who are already no longer busy, she wants
to have so-called vaccination buses drive through the country so that the last refusal can and should
be vaccinated directly at the front door. And so that it works, because one's own opinion should no
longer count, vaccination ambassadors are sent who have only one task: to make the positive (which
is not much) of the vaccinations palatable to the citizens, to keep the negative from hiding and at most
on request to belittle. She talks about education and intensive information to vaccination refusals, I
call this dumbing down the people, because she implies that opponents of vaccination are not
informed or wrongly informed and have the wrong attitude. I call THAT DISCRIMINATION. Nothing else
is at stake here.
In the meantime, I have received relevant information from the Federal Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health about the masks that I talked about the day before yesterday. These here in the list
published by me as of July 9th, 2021 relate to FFP2 masks or KN 95 masks that either failed a test with
regard to the protection factor against the coronaviruses, had incorrect labeling, were withdrawn by
the manufacturer or have other reasons, why they appear in the list of masks that do not provide
adequate protection. This list concerns mask reports from European market surveillance authorities
such as Rapex, recalls that have become known, product warnings or prohibition orders. Here you can
already find over 40 different models of masks, the Focus online reported only on 13 and announced
them in a list. I can add that in 2020, apart from those that I already have in the list, around 50 more
masks will be added. So the list is close to 100 masks in total. The day before yesterday I published the
link to detailed information. BAuA Dortmund has the source of my list and the rights to it. In this
context I would like to point out an important statement by the RKI in the person of Prof. Wieler. As
the federal government, which by its own account always only provides facts and serious information
to the citizens, has been publishing the information on the Internet for months that FFP 2 masks are
the best protection, Prof. Wieler, who has already done this to the Federal Ministry of Health, strongly
contradicts this statement should have communicated.
Specifically: Wearing FFP 2 masks e.g. when shopping and in public night traffic, which are currently
still the usual mandatory largest areas, does not show any greater containment of Corona than when
the "simple" surgical masks are worn. The RKI has had this assessment for a good six months, but it
was simply not heard; instead, further FFP 2 mask-wearing obligations were introduced. How was it

with Mr. Seibert, Federal Government Press Spokesman: Always facts and serious. So mainly, or mostly
or something, he probably wanted to say.
Then I would like to pass on an observation that an employee of a nationwide furniture company made
and passed on. According to a new protection and security concept after the lockdown, all employees
of the company should be offered 1-2 corona tests every week, which should be carried out before
entering the company, i.e. preferably at home. Anyone who comes into contact with customers should
test themselves twice, whoever worked in the office without customers, one test per week. But after
returning from short-time work zero not a word about tests, not even distribution or information. And
anyone who asked for the information that the issue is taking place in the warehouse, but simply did
not get any out of disinterest and did not do any, has not been interested so far. No employee lists, no
comparisons of who took part in the tests and with what result. Because apparently hardly anyone
does a test. And so many employees cavort in at least this location of the company without having
been tested for weeks. This is what true security concepts look like.

